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Abstract—In this paper, we consider an approximate search
problem for massive trajectory data. We first propose multi-
resolution symbolic encoding for 2-dimnetional trajectory data
based on a fixed-length stopper code. Then, we present an
efficient bit-parallel string matching algorithm on encoded
texts for the classes of multi-resolution trajectory patterns.
Finally, we ran experiments on the real world trajectory data
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The results
showed good performance enough for real applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By the rapid progress of mobile devices and sensors,
massive amount of trajectory data from GPS and mobile
sensors have emerged for the last decade. Since they have
different characteristics from traditional static databases,
study on efficient trajectory search technology has attracted
increasing attention for recent years [1], [2], [3], [4].

In this paper, we consider an approximate search problem
for massive trajectory data. We first propose multi-resolution
symbolic encoding for 2-dimnetional trajectory data based
on a fixed-length tagged multi-letter coding. Then, we
present an efficient bit-parallel string matching algorithm on
encoded texts for the classes of multi-resolution trajectory
patterns.

Finally, we ran experiments on the real world trajectory
data to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. In
the experiments, our algorithm achieved throughput of 130
mega byte per second on a dataset of total size 45 mega
bytes containing 536 trajectories and 11,219,955 points from
Cabspotting project [5].

A. Related work

Research of trajectory search is mainly classified into
two categories, trajectory search indexes and online trajctory
search. There have been many researches on trajectory
search indexes [6], which are based on existing spatial
indexes such as R∗-trees [7], and are suitable to a computer
with a few number of CPUs and large external storages.
On the other hand, online trajectory search systems based
on string matching technology are mainly main memory
oriented and suitable to PC clusters equipped with very fast

GPUs [8] as proven in event stream processing field. How-
ever, it seems that there has not been any existing research
on the application of string matching to online trajectory
search. Hence, we aim to develop base technologies for
online trajectory search based on string matching.

B. Organization

The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec.II gives
basic definitions on trajectory seach problems. Sec.III in-
troduces our fixed-length stopper coding for 2-dimentional
trajectories. Sec.IV presents an efficient bit-parallel string
matching algorithm for multi-resolution trajectory patterns
on encoded trajectories. Sec.V gives experimental results.
Sec.VI gives conclusion and future problems.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we give basic definitions on our trajectory
search problem. For the definitions not found here, see
textbooks, e.g., [9] and [10].

A. Basic definitions

We denote by N and R the sets of all non-negative integers
and all real numbers, respectively. Let R+ = { x ∈ R |x ≥
0 }. For a, b ∈ R (a < b), we define the interval [a, b] =
{ x ∈ R | a ≤ x ≤ b }. For i, j ∈ N (i ≤ j), we define
[i..j] = {i, . . . , j}.

For a set A, a string over A of length n ≥ 0 is a
consecutive sequence s = s[1] · · · s[n] of elements from A,
where |s| = n is the length of s. We denote by ε the empty
string of length 0. We define by s[i..j] the substring of s
starting from i and ending at j. We denote by A∗ the set of
all possibly empty strings over A and let A+ = A \ {ε}.

B. Trajectory search

We define the trajectory search problem as follows. Let
A = [0, u]2 ⊆ R2 be a subspace of the Euclidean space,
called an area. Without loss of generality, we simply assume
A = [0, 1]2 with u = 1. A discrete trajectory in A is a
sequence s = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ A∗ of 2-dimensional points
in A, where |s| = n is the length of s. The input of the
problem is a collection S = {s1, . . . , sh} (h ≥ 0) of discrete
trajectories in A, called a trajectory database. Let G ⊆ 2A

be a class of regions, in A, called mesh cells which will be
defined later.
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Figure 1. An example of a hierarchical mesh structure (G1,G2,G3) of
level K = 3 and resolution R = 5, and the number of mesh cells D = 25.
The mesh cell G has the address addr(G) = 0.7.9.

Then, a multi-resolution trajectory pattern (pattern, for
short) is a sequence P = (G1, . . . , GM ) ∈ G∗, where
|P | = M is the length of P , and for every i = 1, . . . M ,
Gi is a region in G. A pattern P = (G1, . . . , GM ) matches
a trajectory s = (p1, . . . , pn) if there exists some position
1 ≤ h ≤ n such that ph+i−1 ∈ Gi holds for every
i = 1, . . . , M . Then, we say that the right occurrence
(occurrence, for short) of P in s is pos = h + M − 1.
The occurrence of P in S is a pair (s, pos), where pos is
an occurrence of P in s ∈ S.

Now, we state our trajectory search problem as follows:
the approximate trajectory search is the problem to prepro-
cess given a trajectory database S so that trajectory search
queries are evaluated efficiently. A trajectory search query
is, given a multi-resolution trajectory pattern P , to find all
the occurrences of P in S.

Our goal is to devise an efficient search algorithm that an-
swers the above trajectory search queries under appropriate
preprocessing of an input trajectory database.

C. Model of computation

As the model of computation, we assume a unit-cost RAM
with word length w [11]. For any bitmask length m ≥ 0,
A bitmask is a vector X = bm · · · b1 ∈ {0, 1}m of m bits.
For bitmasks with m ≤ w, we assume that the following
boolean and arithmetic operations are executed in O(1) time:
bitwise AND “&”, bitwise OR “|”, bitwise NOT “∼”, bitwise
XOR “⊕”, left shift “�”, right shift “�” on RAM(), integer
addition “+” and integer subtraction “−” on RAM(+). The
space complexity is measured in the number of words.

Algorithm 1 A bit-parallel algorithm for multi-resolution
trajectory search

1: procedure MULTIRESSHIFT-ANDMAIN(P , T )
Input: a pattern P of size m, a text T of size n;

2: M ← Preprocess(enctmc(P ));
3: Runtime(T, M);
4: end procedure

5: procedure PREPROCESS(enctmc(P ))
6: Compute and return a set M of bitmasks for

NFA N corresponding to enctmc(P ) by the method in
Sec. IV-B;

7: end procedure

8: procedure RUNTIME(T : text, M : a set of bitmasks)
9: ((CH[c])c∈Σ, INIT,ACCEPT, SKIPPOS)←M ;

10: Loop← INIT;
11: State← 0m+1;
12: State← State | Loop;
13: for i = 0 to n do
14: State← (State� 1) & CH[T [i]];
15: Loop←

Loop | ((State & SKIPPOS)� 1);
16: if T [i] ∈ Σ1 then
17: State← State | Loop;
18: Loop← INIT;
19: if State & ACCEPT 6= 0 then
20: Report an occurrence at i;
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end procedure

Figure 2. Multi-Resolution SHIFT-AND algorithm

III. ENCODING OF TRAJECTORY DATA

For efficient trajectory search by string matching tech-
nology, we apply the idea of multi-byte stopper encoding
of Moura et al. [12] and Tarhio et al. [13] to encode
trajectory data. We propose the multi-resolution tagged mesh
coding scheme for 2-dimentional trajectory data based on
hierarchical mesh decomposition defined as follows. For the
notions used in the followings, see textbooks, e.g. [14].

Granurality of our encoding is controled by two encoding
parameters D and K ≥ 1, called the number of mesh cells
and the level parameter, respectively. D is often a squre
number D = R2 for a resolution parameter R ≥ 1, but it is
not necessarily true in general.



A. Hierarchical mesh structure

Suppose that we are to encode any 2-dim point p =
(x, y) ∈ A. We encode p as K-digits D-ary number
addr(p) = z1 · · · zK , in [0..D − 1]K , called the (D, K)-
address of p, as follows.

Let k = 0, and A0 = A be the top-level plane. For every
k = 1 . . . K − 1, we define the k-th digit zk ∈ [0..D− 1] as
follows. Suppose that k > 0 and Ak−1 is defined. We devide
Ak−1 into D = R2 equal-sized cells, called mesh cells of
level k (k-mesh cells), and number them from 0 to D − 1
systematically as in Fig. 1, e.g., visiting columns from left to
right, and then cells from top to bottom. We define the mesh
of level k (or k-mesh), denoted by Gk, to be the collection
of all such k-mesh cells with size σ = 1/R. Then, we let
z = zk be the the assigned number (or the id) of the unique
mesh cell Gz in this level k that contains the point p. After
letting Ak be the mesh cell Gz , we repeat the above process
while k ≤ K − 1. Eventually, k = K holds, and then we
obtain the K-digits D-ary number addr(p) = z1 · · · zK for
the point p as desired, which we call a complete address.

We can also encode any mesh cell G in any level k < K
by the same method. In this case, it is encoded in the k-digits
D-ary number addr(G) = z1 · · · zk, with length properly
smaller than K, which we call a partial address for the
mesh cell G.

Finally, we obtain the collection G = ∪1≤k≤KGk of all
mesh cells in any level. We call (G1, . . . ,GK) the hierarchi-
cal mesh structure w.r.t. encoding parameters (D, K). If it
is clear from context, we identify a point in an element of
the bottom mesh GK .

B. Multi-resolution tagged mesh code

In our encoding of K-digit D-ary numbers for points
and meshes in G, we use an alphabet Σ = Σ0 ] Σ1 of
`-bit letters satisfying the following conditions. Let Σ0 and
Σ1 be mutually disjoint alphabets, that are large enough to
represent any D-ary digit. Elements of Σ0 and Σ1 are called
cotinuers and stoppers, respectively. Specifically, for every
i = 0, 1, Σi is an alphabet of `-bit tagged letters with highest
bit set to i, where ` = dlog2 De + 1. Since 2`−1 ≥ D, the
alphabet Σi can encode any D-ary digit in [0..D − 1].

Then, we define the multi-resolution tagged mesh code as
follows. To easily detect code boundaries in a text, we add
tag bits at the highest bit-positions of each mesh letter. The
tagged mesh codeword for the point p with (D,K)-address
addr(p) = z1 · · · zK is defined by the sequence

enctmc(p) = c1 · · · ck ∈ Σk (1)

where for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ci is a tagged letter in Σ. We
call the codeword complete if the length satisfies k = K,
and partial if k < K. Moreover, ci is a continuer in Σ0 if
i 6= K, and ci is a stopper in Σ1 if i = K. Therefore, a
complete tagged mesh codeword always terminates with a
stopper, and used in both trajectories and patterns. On the

P1 = (G1, G2, G3)
enctmc(P1) = (0A)(0A)(1B)#(0B)%#(0C)(0A)%#

Figure 3. Examples of a multi-resolution trajectory pattern P1 and its
encoded version enctmc(P1), where G1, G2 and G3 are regions, 0A and
1A indicates continuer and stopper letters encoding A, respectively, #
denotes a code boundary, and % denotes a special symbol for skipping the
rest of a codeword.

other hand, a partial tagged mesh codeword consists of only
continuers, and used only in patterns.

C. Encoding of trajectory data

We encode a trajectory s = (p1, . . . , pn) of length n by

enctmc(s) = (enctmc(p1), . . . , enctmc(pn)) ∈ Σ∗,

where each enctmc(pi) is a complete mesh codeword.
Finally, we encode an input trajectory database S =
{s1, . . . , sm} of size m by a collection

enctmc(S) = { enctmc(s) | s ∈ S } ⊆ Σ∗

of encoded strings on Σ. Since each point is encded in a
codeword of length K letters, the total size of enctmc(S) is
O(KM), where M = ||S|| is the original input size.

For example, in our experiments in Sec. V, we used the
encoding parameters R = 8, D = R2 = 64 and K =
4, which are sufficient to encode points in our trajectory
data [5] with x- and y-coordinates in 12-bit integers. Then,
define each tagged letter to have bit-width ` = 8 with one bit
for tag and one bit for padding. Thus, this encoding becomes
a byte-based encoding.

IV. ALGORITHMS

We use a fast string matching algorithm tailored to texts
encoded in the multi-resolution tagged mesh coding, to
implement fast trajectory search queries.

A. Outline of algorithms

In Fig.2, we present an efficient bit-parallel string match-
ing algorithm MULTIRESSHIFTAND, which is an extension
of Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm, proposed by Navarro
and Raffinot[15], to multi-resolution tagged mesh coding.

In bit-parallel string matching approach, in preprocessing
phase, we first receive an input pattern P , transform P into
a non-deterministic automaton (NFA) N(P ), and then, build
a set of bit-masks that represents the NFA. In runtime phase,
we simulate the string matching of the NFA based on the
given set of bit-masks by using bit- and arithmetic operations
on registers.

A key to the algorithm is synchronization of state tran-
sition of the underlying pattern matching NFA at code
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Figure 4. The NFA N1 correspoding to the pattern P1 in Fig. 3.

boundaries. For the purpose, we split the NFA into the
main part for foward transitions and the sub-part for loop
transitions. At every time, we detect the code boundary by
stopper symbol, we move bits from/to the main-part states
to/from the sub-part states to synchronize.

B. Preprocessing phase

1) Transformation of an input trajectory pattern: Sup-
pose that we are given a multi-resolution trajectory pattern
P = (G1, . . . , GM ) ∈ G∗, where M is the length of
the pattern counted in the number of regions. for every
1 ≤ i ≤ M , Gi is a mesh cell of level ki. Let # and
% 6∈ Σ be special symbols called a code boundary letter
and a skip letter, respectively.

Then, the encoded pattern is given by

enctmc(P ) = B1#B2# . . . #BM#
= α1α2 · · ·αm ∈ (Σ ∪ {#, %})∗,

where m is the number of all symbols in the encoded pattern,
and each αi is either a base tagged letter in Σ, a code
boundary letter #, or a skip letter %. For every 1 ≤ i ≤M ,
sub-sequence Bi = enctmc(Gi) ∈ Σki is the tagged mesh
codeword for Gi ∈ Σ consisting of ki tagged letters in Σ,
and # 6∈ Σ is a special symbol for a code boundary that is
not actually encoded in a trajectory.

In the above codeword, the i-th component Bi has one of
the following forms:

1) If Gi represents a point, i.e., ki = K, then Bi is a
complete codeword ci

1 · · · ci
K for Gi.

2) Otherwise, Gi represents a mesh, i.e., ki < K, then
Bi has the form α%, where α = ci

1 · · · ci
k is a partial

codeword for Gi, and % is a special symbol that
indicates the rest of any codeword.

In Fig.3, we show an example of an input pattern.
2) Construction of a pattern NFA: Our algorithm con-

structs the correspoinding NFA from the above pattern, and
a set of bit-masks for it, and then simulate the transition
computation of the NFA on encoded texts by using bit-
parallel method.

In Fig. 4, we show an example of NFA for trajec-
tory pattern P = (0A)(0A)(1B)#(0B)%#(0C)(0A)%#
with m = 9. In the figure, the first complete codeword
(0A)(0A)(1B) is transformed into a sub-automaton B1 from

state 0 to state 3. For the next code boundary #, we create
a new state 4′ with self-loop, and add an ε-edge from the
terminal state 3 of B1 to 4′ and a #-edge from 4′ to the
initial state 4 of the next block B2. For codewords B2 and
B3, we repeat a similar construction.

3) Construction of bit-masks: To simulate the pattern
matching NFA N , we construct a set of bit-masks INIT,
ACCEPT and SKIPPOS ∈ {0, 1}m+1 and an array of bit-
masks (CH[c])c∈Σ ∈ ({0, 1}m+1)|Σ| defined as follows.

• INIT = 0m1 ∈ {0, 1}m+1 is the L-bit mask that sets 1
at the bit position 0 for state 1.

• ACCEPT = 10m ∈ {0, 1}m+1 is the L-bit mask that
sets 1 at the bit position for the final state m.

• SKIPPOS ∈ {0, 1}m+1 is the L-bit mask that indicates
all bit positions of the start state x of an ε-edge out-
going from x to a loop state y.

• For every c ∈ Σ, CH[c] ∈ {0, 1}m+1 is the L-bit mask
for indicating all bit position of letter edges labeled
with c. That is, CH[c][i] = 1 if and only if state i has
an incoming edge labeled with c ∈ Σ. For letter # this
is not defined at all.

4) Runtime phase: In Fig. 2, we present an algorithm
RUNTIME that simulates the NFA N for a pattern using
bit-parallelism on encoded texts in multi-resolution tagged
coding. The algorithm uses two working bit-masks S and
Loop ∈ {0, 1}m+1 in L bits for simulating theforward states
and the loop states.

At initialization, we initialize the working bit-masks
State and Loop for forward and loop states at Line 10 -
12:

Loop← INIT (2)

State← 0m+1 (3)
State← State | Loop (4)

Given an input base letter c ∈ Σ at postion i = 1, . . . , n,
we make a letter transition on N(Q) by the letter c using
SHIFT-AND method by the following code. at Line 14:

State← ((State� 1)) & CH[c] (5)

We also make the ε-transitions from a skip state in State to
a loop state in Loop on N(Q) at Line 15 by the following
code:

Loop← Loop | ((State & SKIPPOS)� 1) (6)

The above code also make the self-loop transition from a
loop state to itself by copying the value of Loop.

Next, we check if we are at a code boundary. This is done
by testing if c is a stopper or a continuer at Line 16. There
are two cases below. If c is a continuer in Σ0, then we do
nothing and skip the rest of the for-loop. Otherwise, c is a
stopper in Σ1. Then, we simulate the virtual letter transition



with a special code boundary letter # on N(Q) at Line 17
by the following code:

State← State | Loop (7)

At the same time, we have to explicitly make the self-loop
transition from a the initial loop state 0′ to itself by the
following code:

Loop← INIT (8)

since there is no previous state of the initial loop state 0′ in
our bit-parallel representation.

Finally, at Line 19, we test the acceptance of the NFA
N(Q) by the following code:

if (S & ACCEPT 6= 0) then report an occurrence

and if so, report the matching of the query pattern Q at the
present position i.

C. Analysis

We give theoritical analysis on the computational com-
plexity of the proposed algorithm for multi-resolution tra-
jectory query patterns. Let w = O(log n) be the bit-length
of a register in an underlying computer.

Lemma 1: The algorithm of Fig. 2 finds all occurrences
of a given encoded query pattern P of state parameter m
in T = O(ndm

w e) time using P = O(|Σ|m) preprocessing
time and S = O(|Σ|dm

w e) words of space, where n = ||S||
is the total length of all encoded trajectories in S. �

Proof: The preprocessing time and the space are ob-
vious. We consider the running time as follows. For each
input letter c = T [i] at position i = 1, . . . , n, the algorithm
perform a constant number of bit-operations to update two
bit-masks State and Loop. Since we can simulate every
operation on a bit-mask of length m by constant time oper-
ations on a set of dm

w e registers of width w, the algorithm
takes O(dm

w e) time per input letter. Hence, the total running
time is O(ndm

w e).

V. EXPERIMENTS

Finally, we ran computational experiments on real 2-dim
trajectory data to evaluate the efficiency and the usefulness
of the proposed algorithms.

A. Data

In the experiment, we use Cabspotting taxi GPS trajectory
data[5]. This dataset consists of GPS traces of approximately
500 taxi over 30 days in San Francisco Bay Area, USA.

• The number of unique points is 11, 219, 936.
• The dataset contains 11, 219, 955 points with total size

379.0 (MB) consisting of 536 sequences.
• Each sequneces contains trajectories of a taxi in 30 days

consisting of 20, 932 points in average.
In encoding, we used the following parameters.

• The resolution R = 8, the number of meshes D = 64,
and the maximum level K = 3.

• The bit length of tagged letter ` = 8 (bit).
• The sizes of the encoded and base alphabets are |∆| =

D3 = 262, 144 and |Σ| = 256, respectively.

The total size of the encoded dataset is approximately 40
MB consisting of 536 sequences.

B. Method

We implemented our pattern matching algorithm in C++
language and compiled by g++ of GNU, version 4.3. We
ran experiments on Intel Core i7 2.8GHz with 4GB of RAM
running on Mac OSX 10.7.3.

We use the following patterns in the experiments.

• P1 = (00AB) (00CD) (00EF) (10GH)# (00AB) (00CD)
(00EF) (10IJ)# (00AB) (00CD) (00EF) (10GH)

• P4 = (00AB) (00CD) (00KL) (10MN)# (00AB)
(00CD) (00KL) (10MN)# (00AB) (00CD) (00KL)
(10MN)# (00AB) (00CD) (00KL) (10MN)# (00AB)
(00CD) (00EF) (10MN)# (00AB) (00CD) (00KL)
(10MN)# (00AB) (00CD) (00EF) (10GH)# (00AB)
(00CD) (00EF) (10GH).

• P3 = (00AB)(00CD)%# (00AB)(00CD)(00EF)(10IJ).
• P4 = (00AB)%# (00AB)%# (00AB)%# (00AB)%#

(00AB)%# (00AB)%# (00AB) (00CD) (00EF)
(10GH)# (00AB) (00CD) (00EF) (10GH).

P1 and P2 consist only of complete codewords, while P3

and P4 contain complete and partial codewords.
1) Exp 1: We collected the statistics of all patterns, and

compare their number of occurrence in the text. We used
the same patterns, P1, P2, P3, and P4 as in the Exp 1. Input
text was 40 MB. The result is given by Table I.

Table I
STATISTICS OF PATTERNS IN EXPERIMENTS

pattern complete partial #NFA states #words #occ
P1 v 12 1 227
P2 v 16 1 1
P3 v v 11 1 7,235
P4 v v 27 1 6,178

In the table, the features in the first row, the columns
labeled with pattern, complete, partial, #NFA states, #words,
#occ indicate the name of pattern, the existences of complete
codes and partial codes in a pattern, reps., the number of
states of the NFA, the number of words for a bit-mask, the
number of occurrences of the patterns, respectively.

From column #words, we saw that all patterns fit into a
computer word, whose bit-width was w = 32. From column
#occ, the number of occurrences vary from pattern to pattern.
For instance, P3 has 7,235 occurrences in the database, while
P2 has the unique occurrence.



Figure 5. Running time against the input text size.

C. Results

1) Exp 2: In Fig. 5, we measure the running time of
our matching algorithm by varing the values of parameters
such as the pattern length and the number of skips. In this
figure, we see the running time increases as the input size
increases. Also, we observed that the running time does’t
chage by varing the pattern length and the number of skips.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered trajectory search from mas-
sive trajectory data. We proposed symbolic encoding called
multi-resolution tagged mesh code for trajectory data, and
presented an efficient bit-parallel pattern matching algorithm
on encoded trajectories. Finally, we ran experiments on
the real world trajectory data to evaluate the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm, which showed good performance
enough for real applications.
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